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Introduction to Particle Astrophysics
● Background: from Particle→ Astroparticle physics

● General comments and comparison of science 
goals and techniques

● Current Experiments and goals
● Future outlook and directions
● Thread: From production→detection

●Format: I will run this course «Western-style»
● It will be interactive with real-time problem-solving
●  Language of choice is English (although I naturally 
expect you to lapse into Russian yourselves)

● After Day 1, we will start each day by working your 
HW problems at the board.

● Intermezzos: 1) Who? 2) How Long? 
● What is the MEPhI equivalent of courseware.xx.edu 



  

Astroparticle Physics, What?
● Particle Physics in the skyParticle Physics in the sky
● Lies at the intersection of:

– Particle Physics

– Astronomy (&Astrophysics)

– Cosmology

– Accelerator Physics

● Will discuss all energies, although will likely focus on 
COSMIC RAY physics at the Highest Energies

● →Other treatments focus on intersection b/w particle 
physics and cosmology (Perkins, e.g.)



  

Intersection b/w Astroparticle 
Physics and Cosmology

● Neutrino mass and implications for closure
● Gamma-ray flux sensitive to XX Dark Matter (SUSY) 
annihilation (XX→) 
● Or, for neutrinos:  XX→(look for signal from 
gravitationally clumped Dark Matter)
● Ultra-High Energy cosmogenic primary+secondary 
flux calculated from:

●  Characterization of charged sources at all 
redshifts

●  Characterization of source evolution with time
●  Characterization of CMB and IR photonic targets 
with redshift



  

Intersection b/w particle/astroparticle

● The BIG questions:
● 1) What are the fundamental constituents of matter?
● 2) What are the symmetries that govern particle 

interactions<=>symmetries of Lagrangian?
– +) Recall: 

● Space-translational symmetry=>momentum conservation 
[H,p]=0

● Time-translation symmetry=>Energy conservation [H,t]=0
● Local gauge symmetry (laws of nature [i.e., action principle] 

invariant under a local phase rotation of the wave function 
● exp(i(x)) built into all particle physics! 



  

Schrodinger->Dirac
● Features of the Lagrangian for a particular 

interaction:
– Must possess proper symmetry of our theory 

● E.g., particle interactions which occur with equal likelihood for 
positive and negative charges correspond to a Lagrangian 
which gives the same equations of motion for q->-q (globally 
rotated)

● Q: Construct a Lagrangian which is symmetric under parity 
inversion x->-x (SHO about zero) 

● Invariant under a gauge (viz., phase) transformation of all the 
particle wf's

– Locally or globally.
– CAN be an 'internal' symmetry (Isospin, e.g.)

● This last condition turns out to be the most powerful in 
prescribing our theory and the particles which represent the 
'force mediators'. 



  

Gauge Symmetries
● Basic idea: develop a theory from the principle 

that theory must be invariant under a gauge 
transformation (i.e., rotation or transformation 
within some group). “In (quantum) physics, symmetry is a 
transformation between physical states that preserves the 
expectation values of all observables O (in particular the 
Hamiltonian). S: |φ> → |ψ> = S|φ>; |<ψ|O|ψ>|2=|<φ|O|φ>|2. 
The usual formulation of physics theories uses fields, which 
sometimes are not physical quantities.”

– TRICK: Must identify the appropriate groups.
● E.g.: How does this apply to special, and also general 

relativity? A: “Group”=group of dv/dt=0 Lorentz 
transformations (rotation in Minkowski space!)

● Invariance under a gauge rotation is equivalent to saying that the Hamiltonian 
commutes with some operator and leads to a 'conservation principle'. HW: Show 
that the invariance of the E&M (QED)Lagrangian to multiplication by a global 
phase leads to conservation of charge (HM, 314)



  

Gauge Symmetries wiki/Gauge_Freedom

● Actually, this is a familiar concept:
– gravitation: V->V+Constant leaves all 

observables unchanged

– EM: E=-del()-dA/cdt; B=curl(A) unaffected by 
A->A+del((r,t)); with (r,t) any function.

– Q: Verify (recall that curl(grad)=0)

● Gauge transformations, however, are 
special transformations – unlike coordinate, 
or time translations of the Lagrangian, this 
is a translation of specifically the phase of 
the w.f.



  

Gauge Symmetries
●  For each rotation operator, effect on wf via some 

'rule'. For 4-component spinor, P and T are 4x4 
matrices. 

– Aside: show how γ
µ
(1−γ5) violates parity 

conservation
● Connection to 'group theory': Group theory 

essentially theory of rotations – elements of a 
group can rotate into each other under some 
prescribed transformation, and have the same 
lagrangian, with the exception of the phase. 
Examples: spin, isospin (strong lagrangian only), 
SU(3) (strong only). Thus, there is some content in 
'grouping' leptons into weak isodoublets. 



  

Implications of Gauge Invariance 
● Most importantly, demanding that the Lagrangian describing an 

interaction be invariant under a local gauge transformation 
(gauge theories also renormalizable)

– (->ei(x)) requires adding to (“fixing”) the Lagrangian a term 
which has describes a gauge boson (GI for massive 
propagators=Higgs Mech)

– I.e., in the SM, the forces of nature follow directly from local 
gauge invariance.

● Example (Griffiths, Sect. 11.3 “Local Gauge Invariance”). Start 
with the Lagrangian for a spin-1/2 chargedcharged particle (mass term 
considered “V”):

● L=ihcd – (mc2)Q: Invariant under global/local? A: 

Yes/no; Global yes, since d

ei = 0 /NB: first term=Euler-Lagrange 

Eqn: (think of L as field [] energy density) 

● (d=(id/cdt, d/dx, d/dy, d/dz)) 
( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-index_notation)



  

Gauge Symmetries (11.3)
● Not invariant under local, since: d


(ei(x)leads to 'extra' 

term in Lagrangian (Q: What is that term?) 

● A: -hc(d

xNote that hc has units of e2

● How can we 'patch' Lagrangian in general case?

– ADD (apparently ad hoc) a term to the Lagrangian 
such that local gauge invariance will lead to a 2nd 
term (vector field) which will equal +hc(d




● L->ihc*d

 – (mc2) – q


FF




m
A
AA


/c2last terms correspond to photon KE and mass; latter 

not gauge invariant and must be zero.

● Only works if A

 transforms as: A


->A


-d


(hc(x)/q) (see Griffiths 7.8 – 

this is the same as the gauge freedom of EM - “V and A are not 
uniquely defined.”) 



  

Gauge Symmetries
● So we achieve local gauge invariance by adding a vector 

field which couples to charge! (photon)
– re-emphasize that we need to add a 'free-particle' KE and mass term 

corresponding to the (photon) field we just added. I.e.,  . 2nd aside: photon 
Lagrangian contain non gauge-invariant mass terms=>m(photon)==0

● “Thus the requirement of local gauge invariance 
generates all of electrodynamics” (Griffiths). Note that this 
is not surprising – our mistake was originally writing L for 
an electron which neglected the virtual photon cloud 
which surrounds the electron.

● Aside-how did we generate a charge-field coupling 
without a charge in the initial state? A: It was actually 
implicit in our writing |>



  

Gauge Symmetries
● Alternately, the same math is achieved by 

replacing the original derivative d

by the 

covariant derivative: D

=d


 + iqA


/hc

● “The substitution of d

 with D


 is then a 

simple device which is equivalent to 
converting a globally invariant Lagrangian to 
a locally invariant Lagrangian.”

– (combined with A

->A


-d


(hc(x)/q))



  

Gauge Symmetries
● D


=d


 + iqA


/hc should look familiar – it's 

essentially the same as the classical Hamiltonian 
that gives rise to the Lorentz force (qE+qvXB): 
H=(p')2/2m + qwith p'=p+qA/c (see p. 19 of 
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0001283; alternately, 
this is the standard Rel. QM form of  momentum. 
Can convince that qA/c has units of momentum 
since q has units of energy. Interpretation: 
“canonical momentum” is sum of individual 
particle momentum plus momentum carried in EM 
field. (google canonical momentum 
electromagnetic; esp. “Elementary Primer for 
Gauge Theory by Morivasu - http://books.google.com/books?

id=mzL1yGxTEQwC&pg=PA15&lpg=PA15&dq=canonical+momentum+electromagnetic&source=web&ots=NIAdKo06Js&sig=J8HNdG55sADXL6
Pbxo8YpD4fHU8&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=2&ct=result#PPA15,M1

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0001283


  

Gauge Symmetries
● D


=d


 + iqA


/hc (alternate). 

– L(charged particle)=mv2/2-qqvA/c.

● Since qv=j; last 2 terms are jA


– Least Action->Euler Lagrange: Q: Write 
expression for p

i
=dL/dx

i

– =>”Canonical momentum”
● Note: We should have guessed that the electron's 

momentum was NOT just dq/dt, since we knew 
that the electron is ineluctably bound to an 
EM-field, which «drags» it as it moves!

http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu/classes/752.mf1i.spring03/ParticleMagneticField.htm



  

BIG questions in Particle Physics
● 3) Do the laws of particle physics at energies probed 

thus far in particle accelerators extend indefinitely?
● 4) Is the «Standard Model» really the Standard?

– 3 generations of quarks and 3 generations of leptons

– Where are the supersymmetric particles?
● (otherwise responsible for accounting for Dark Matter, closure, 

renormalization of the Higgs mass, Grand Unification of forces in 
the Early Universe)

– Where is the Dark Matter (if not SUSY)?

– What is the Dark Energy?

●



  

More questions CR measurements 
should answer

● *What are the sources of the particles that we see
● Currently and also at high red shift

● *Why do the energy spectra have the shapes we 
observe?
– Typically power laws with «breaks»

● Change in composition or change in source mechanism,
– Or both? 

● *How do we synthesize information from multiple 
«messengers» to form the most complete picture of 
the ultra-high energy universe?



  

Observables in CR astroparticle physics
● *Energy spectrum as f(zenith): dN/(dEdcos) 

– For variety of particle species:
● Muons, gamma-quanta, neutrinos, protons, iron, other nuclei, 

SUSY-particles (elastic collisions)

● *Anisotropy in arrival directions
– For any of the species above, is there «clustering»?

– *) HW: Given the sky map shown in the website, 
determine whether there is «clustering» at the 99% 
probability level

● *Correlations between fluxes of different particle 
types
–



  

Particle Physics review



  

Particle Physics in another slide



  

Particle Physics Interactions 
● For each type of force, there is a fundamental 

Lagrangian which governs interactions of point 
particles, and contains:
– *) mass energy

– *) couplings to gauge bosons which mediate the specific 
interactions

– *) In some cases, self-coupling (strong Lagrangian) 



  

Particle physics calculations
● Physics 101: e+e- force/energy

– -No self-energy, no relativistic effects, no rates

● Physics 2: H=E
– Not relativistic, describes stationary states, cannot 

describe transitions, and cannot describe e self-coupling

● Physics 3: Relativistic Schrodinger: Dirac Eqn: 

– (i∂-m)(x)=0

● Physics 4: FGR: R~(2/h)|<f|H|i>|2

– Not relativistic
●  



  

Particle physics calculations
● Shortcomings of Dirac Equation: still cannot easily 

describe self-couplings, and b) cannot handle 
multi-particle processes (beta-decay, e.g.)

● =>Quantum Field Theory:

– Lagrangian~i(coupling constant)(current)(field)
● Field is described by creation and destruction 

operators to describe, e.g. Photon emission and 
re-absorption from electron (2nd quantization)

● To do calculations, upgrade FGR to the S-matrix 
(action)

● Each Lagrangian has an associated action, and 
therefore a well-specified Feynman rule..



  

Given the Lagrangian, how does system evolve?
● S(q(t))=∫

t0
t1(L(q,dq/dt,t)dt); 

● S=0 (stationary action; i.e. Local minimum)



  

Variation-over-paths principle
● Fermat's Least Time Principle:

– Light wave emitted at point A, evolves along +x to B — 
when does observer at B detect signal?

● Construct forward movement a la' Huygens wavelet construction
● Only «least-time» path suffers no destructive interference
● All other times have cancelling contributions!

– Remember to weight field for each path by 1/d
tot

● Not strictly true — Fresnel zone defines area of constructive 
interference

– HW: Determine the physical size of the Fresnel zone for 
radio waves bounced off of South Polar bedrock.

● IMPORTANT POINT — SYSTEM ACTUALLY SAMPLES ALL PATHS 
(HOW DO WE KNOW?) whatifdude@B

●



  

Variation-over-paths principle
● Feynman Path Integral:

– Do the same thing for quantum-mechanical systems

– Assign a phase variation as the system evolves along 
one path, analogous to exp(ikr)

– Physical path is the one defined by least action



  

http://www.weburbia.com/press/html/g01
.htm

And
http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu/classes/7

52.mf1i.spring03/PathIntegrals.htm

http://www.weburbia.com/press/html/g01.htm
http://www.weburbia.com/press/html/g01.htm


  

Applications of variational principle:
Wavefront non-vanishing along physical 

«crest» only (Huygen's Principle)



  

Applications 
of 

variational 
principle

Derive path 
followed by 
a projectile 

moving 
from a → b



  

http://astro1.panet.utoledo.edu/~ljc/world1.html

To calculate a Feynman path integral, we take 
our little arrows and move them along every 
possible path between the initial and the final 
point. (Three paths shown). We rotate the 
arrows along the path with a speed equal to 
the deviation of action from least action.

http://www.thephysicsmill.com/2013/07/16/reality-is-the-feynman-path-integral/



  

The Equation of the Universe

Pieces can be re-written in terms of stress tensors:



  

Principle of Least Action is Powerful!
● The least-action principle is an assertion about the The least-action principle is an assertion about the 

nature of motion that provides an alternative nature of motion that provides an alternative 
approach to mechanics completely independent of approach to mechanics completely independent of 
Newton's laws. Not only does the least-action Newton's laws. Not only does the least-action 
principle offer a means of formulating classical principle offer a means of formulating classical 
mechanics that is more flexible and powerful than mechanics that is more flexible and powerful than 
Newtonian mechanics, [but also] variations on the Newtonian mechanics, [but also] variations on the 
least-action principle have proved useful in general least-action principle have proved useful in general 
relativity theory, quantum field theory, and particle relativity theory, quantum field theory, and particle 
physics. As a result, this principle lies at the core of physics. As a result, this principle lies at the core of 
much of contemporary theoretical physics.much of contemporary theoretical physics.

● Thomas A. Moore "Least-Action Principle" in 
Macmillan Encyclopedia of Physics, John Rigden, 
editor, Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1996, Volume 
2, page 840.



  

Connection to Feynman QED formulation

● Note – classically, least-action trajectory is unique. 
QM-wise, (Virtual) photon samples 'all' paths 
connection <i| to |f>; net amplitude is complex sum of 
all possible paths that satisfy energy conservation. For 
ball in earth's grav. field, wavelength is so small that 
oscillations away from stationary phase solution 
rapidly cancel.

– Caution: virtual particle not necessarily SM 'force 
mediator'

● FD represents a sum over all spacetime.

● Paths away from 'best' path are rapidly oscillating and 
cancel.

– Same as Huygen's principle leading to Fermat's 
least-time principle.



  

 Particle→Astroparticle (Livingston Plot)

LHC

FNAL

Equivalent E
proton

On stationary target



  

The size of the Universe “LHC” 
accelerator?

R

To use LHC magnets to deliver 1020 eV we need a radius of the 
accelerator to be about 1.5 times the distance Earth -Sun (Why?)

P
synchrotron

~2q24a2/3c3; a~1/r 



  

Summary of Livingston Plot
● -) LHC (at a cost of $5B) corresponds to a collision 

of a 100,000 TeV (1017 eV) proton projectile on a 
stationary target 

● (E
cm

~(2m
stationary

E
projectile

)1/2)

● -) Celestial accelerators achieve single-particle 
energies of 1020 eV!

● Q: GZK: Calculate the energy of a proton interacting 
on the CMB (2.7 K) corresponding to a 
center-of-mass collision of energy 1.2 GeV

● Qa) What is the cut-off for a proton interacting with 
thermal photons from the sun (take peak of BB 
spectrum) 



  

What does a 1 J proton look like interacting in the upper 
atmosphere?

From information in pdg.lbl.gov, estimate the average height 
of first interaction



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

photonselectrons/positrons

muons neutrons



  

photonselectrons/positrons

muons neutronsIn the same time also 
atmospheric neutrinos from 
meson and muon decays!!



  



  



  

The TARA Experiment; Millard, UT



  



  

Estimate the integral flux for E>1 PeV



  



  

What does the expected Neutrino flux look like?



  

CR vs. “natural radiation”

● http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultra-high-energy_cosmic_ray



  

HW: From the graph, estimate the resonant c.o.m. mass for 
Z→X Speculate on the physical process occurring at this E

cm

GZK effect for nuclei...



  

Sources of UHE Charged Cosmic Rays



  

Active galaxies

Galaxy 3C296



  

AGN-many names

T(accretion disk)~105 K
Broad Line~2000 K
Elsewhere ~ 100 K



  

Shock Acceleration around AGN



  

Observations



  

Proton→Neutrino Production in Pictures



  

What about possible gamma sources? 

● Supernova are assumed to be 
able to accelerate particles up 
1016 eV 

● But the observed  could have 
electromagnetic orgin and not 
hadronic.
– Recently studied by 

Fermi-LAT Mission
– Also informed by TUNKA and 

HISCORE projects
● If gammas are from π0 decays 

you expect about the same flux 
of neutrinos! 

● Microquasar HESS gamma flux



  

HESS VHE  sources

http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/pages/about/physics/



  

Sources Resolved



  

LH
C

~E-2.7

~E-2.7

~E-3
Ankle 

1 part km-2 yr-1

knee 

1 part m-2 yr-1

T. Gaisser 2005



  

General Features of all-charged spectra
*) Extends to very high energies
– -) HW: Speculate on the mechanisms capable of 

generating particles at an energy of 1 J
● What particles are candidates for these energies?

– -) What parameters are needed to define the source to do 
your calculation? 

●  In each case, estimate  what  the source 
characteristics must be. (e.g., for an E, B field source, 
for thermal emission, for Compton scattering, etc...)

● Some useful constants: k=1.38 x 10-23 (mks)
– Which model is most plausible and leads to an observed 

power law?  



  

Which parameters?
● *) Magnitude of Electric and Magnetic fields or 

source temperature
– Likelihood of depletion through collisions: Source density, 

source velocity, cross-sections for interactions (we need 
the cosmic ray to escape the source region)

● i.e., «Optical Depth»
● Recall that an average photon requires 100,000 years to escape 

from the interior of the sun!



  

Hillas Plot



  

Hillas Plot (II)



  

Thermal Source?
● Take source to be a black-body

– Temperatures? T
sun

=6000 K; T
corona

=106 K=>E
g
~kT; 

–         k=8.62 x10-5 eV/K => ~10 eV photons

● Note: Even if we could produce 1 Joule photons, 
Compton scattering suppressed by 1/m

proton
  



  

Which model?
● None generically lead to a power law
● Shock acceleration will — charged particle bouncing 

around magnetic field lines; see animation at:  
http://wonka.physics.ncsu.edu/Astro/research/snr/00.
avi

●

Depending on number of traversals, can get very 
high energies
– Similar to Cherenkov shock wave (although one traversal 

of medium only)
● Which is similar to an airplane shock, or even a tidal wave

http://wonka.physics.ncsu.edu/Astro/research/snr/00.avi
http://wonka.physics.ncsu.edu/Astro/research/snr/00.avi


  

Which particles
● Why is the «all-charged» spectrum protons and not 

electrons?
– Larger cross-sections for «conventional» processes
– If they make it to Earth, they interact in the stratosphere!

● =>Best detected by balloon-borne or satellite experimen ts
– Synchrotron losses ~ 1/M4

–  



  

Next... We have to get the particles to Earth
● 1)To predict the energy spectrum of particles observed at 

Earth today, we will have to integrate all of the source 
particles over all redshifts; the integral therefore generally 
has 3 terms (what are these?)

● 2) Which types of particles, above which values of Lorentz 
factor will decay in flight?

● E.g., What value of Lorentz boost is needed for a neutron 
produced at 3 Mpc to make it to Earth without decaying? (1 
Mpc=3.085 x 1022 m

● -) Similarly for charged pions and muons?
● 3) To predict the arrival direction, we'll need to know the  

magnetic deflection. Calculate the deviation for a 1015 eV 
proton traversing 3 Mpc of space due to «incoherent» 
intra-cluster B

intergalactic
=5 G (B

space
~10-15  G);



  

Q1:
● Energy spectrum today dN/dE=
● Int(Injection(z) x Source Distribution(z) x 

Expansion-between-creation-and-detection)dz
– Injection(z)=dN/dE at source

– Source distribution S(z)=how many sources are there at a 
given redshift? (HW: Interpret original L(z) Type-II data to 
derive how U expands as f(time))

– Reshift factor↔Expansion=has universe expanded 
uniformly over that time? R(z) 

Note: we observe power laws today=>modification of the 
initial source spectrum due to Expansion, e.g., is not a big 
effect for most of CR spectrum!

● E.g. take dN/dE=E-2; S(z)=z; R(z)~(H
0
(1+z))-1 and 

integrate to z=1089 (recombination) 



  

The Expanding Universe



  

● R(z) actually more complicated:

– R(z)~(H
0
(1+z))-1 [(

M
(1+z)3 +  + (1-

M
-)(1+z2)]-1/2

● Expansion not important for regions which are 
gravitationally bound
– E.g. solar system, galaxy, local cluster

Notes



  

Q2 & Q3:
●  *) Q2 Straightforward: Calculatec
● *) Q3: For incoherent galactic fields, use a random 

walk model over N steps, where the total deviation in 
each step is the transverse Lorentz force over the 
time the force is applied

● y=1/2 at2; with t=c/l; F=qvB, and a=F/m (non-relativistically). 
y=r 

● Generically gives a deviation distribution following exp(-2/
0

2)



  

Spiral Galaxy Field Lines



  

Intragalactic magnetic fields



  

Summary of HW questions
Given your proton source spectrum, now:

1) Assume a Hubble constant (constant)
2) Evolve your spectrum to the present 

epoch
3) Determine the average angular 

displacement from source relative to arrival 
on Earth

4) Determine the long-lived particles 
capable of reaching Earth before decaying 
and characterize their spectra relative to 
primary spectra (e.g., E

nu
=E

proton
/X; X=?)

Given your proton source spectrum, now:
1) Assume a Hubble constant (constant)
2) 



  

Particles are now at Earth, how to detect them?
● Now convolute our model with Earth effects-

– For each incident particle type, there is a mean-free-path 
to interact in the target material of Earth

● Atmosphere, water/ice or absorption in Ground, e.g.

– Based on simple cross-section curves, but extrapolated to 
 350 TeV center-of-mass energy scale 

● (2 x 931 MeV x 600 EeV)1/2

– Neutrino data extrapolated from HERA Deep-Inelastic 
Scattering

● Now have enough information to determine scale of 
a neutrino detector required to observe some 
number of neutrinos: N

detect
=product of ? 

– Flux x cross-section x target-density 
detection-efficiency

●



  

Particles are now at Earth, how to detect them?
● Flux x cross-section x target-density x 

detection-efficiency
●

● Conclusive detection requires consideration of Conclusive detection requires consideration of 
backgrounds and intrinsic limitations of detectorbackgrounds and intrinsic limitations of detector
– Varies from technique to technique!Varies from technique to technique!

●



  

275 GeV muon neutrino interaction in BEBC

1 m

 µ
−



  

Neutrino Cross-Section (note Glashow resonance)



  

Source neutrinos vs. cosmogenic



Current 
Expts & 

Technique
 Extensive 

Air 
Shower 

Detectors 
(proton & 
charged 
nuclei 

detectors)



Auger, continued...



Photons: CTA



Tunka/HISCORE



Neutrinos (2 MeV/cm)



Neutrinos (Antares/KM3net)



UHE 
ARA, 

ARIANNA, 
ANITA





ANITA 
launch
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